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Horn Maintenance and Repair
compiled by Melissa Morey, Morey Horn Studio

Performing regular maintenance and some minor repairs on your horn is an important part of being a horn 
player, horn teacher, and band director. Alway take serious repair concerns to a professional.

In addition to the steps below, you can do several things pro-actively to ensure a clean and functioning horn:
1. brush and floss your teeth after eating / before playing your horn
2. drink only water while playing your horn
3. always make sure your horn is safe – it's your responsibility
4. store your horn in its case when not in use
5. don't leave your horn in extreme cold/hot temperature (ex: car, garage, etc.)

Recommended Horn Maintenance

Frequency Type Material(s) Notes

After each use Wipe down
Empty water Soft rag

Wipe your horn – especially where your 
two hands hold the instrument – in 
order to remove perspiration and dirt 
from the metal/lacquer.

Empty all spit/water before storing in 
the case.

1-4 days
and as needed

Oil:
     - valve rotors
     - bearings/spindles
     - inside F slides

Valve oil:
     - Al Cass Valve Oil
     - Hetman Lubricants
     - Yamaha Valve Oil
     - Yamaha Spindle Oil

Many people forget about oiling the 
back of the horn valves – this can result 
in “clicky” valves.

1-2 weeks

Clean:
     - lead pipe
     - mouthpiece

Clean & grease:    
     - slides

Cleaning snake – with 
rubber or plastic coating

Mouthpiece brush

Paper towels/rag/Q-tips
     - pt/rag for slide
       exterior
     - Q-tips for slide 
       interior

Slide grease:
     - Hetman
     - Roche-Thomas
     - Schilke

The cleaning snake should only be used 
through the lead pipe/main tuning slide, 
and valve slides removed from the 
horn.

Remove all the old grease and build-up 
from slides before applying new grease.

Don't apply too much grease, and wipe 
away excess.

1-2 Months Clean: rather than 
“bathing” the horn “Spitballs”

DON'T SUBMERGE YOUR HORN. 
Don't “bathe” the horn.
You can purchase “Spitballs” on 
Amazon or through other various sites.



Frequency Type Material(s) Notes

Annually (at least) Professionally clean 
and restring valves $$

There are options:
     - acid-based
     - ultrasonic

Ultrasonic is less damaging long-term, 
and is better for the environment.

As needed
Dents
Punctures
Broken solder joints

$$

Any dent that is more than 1/3 the 
diameter concave should be repaired by 
a professional – a dent of that size 
affects air flow, sound, and intonation.

Punctures should be repaired 
immediately by a professional.

Broken solder joints, depending on their 
location, can either be an annoyance or 
seriously affect the use of the 
instrument. Always have it evaluated by 
a professional.

Other notes:

– when storing things in your horn case, use a soft case of some kind – free-floating objects in the case can 
get lodged in the bell of the horn

– when emptying water from your horn, be cognizant that your mouthpiece is safe

– having a “repair kit” is a good idea – it should include: valve string (pre-cut to the right length with one 
end already knotted), a small pair of scissors, a small screwdriver (or several of differing sizes), and all 
of the materials in the table above

– never leave your horn; don't ask someone else to watch it; make sure it's secure at all times

– when moving around in an ensemble, be aware of both your bell and your leadpipe!


